A Comparison of Metered-Dose Inhaled Albuterol Versus Endotracheal Liquid Bolus Albuterol for the Treatment of Bronchoconstriction
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INTRODUCTION: Aerosolized albuterol delivery is a mainstay treatment for bronchoconstriction; however, almost no data exist that evaluate the clinical outcome of instillation of an endotracheal liquid bolus (ELB) of a bronchodilator directly into the airway. METHODS: This randomized trial sought to evaluate the efficacy of albuterol lavage via artificial airway with accompanied patient positioning. Subjects receiving mechanical ventilation for acute respiratory failure with clinical manifestations of bronchoconstriction were assigned to initially receive either traditional albuterol via metered-dose inhaler (MDI) or albuterol via ELB lavage with follow-up administration of the other therapy after a 4-h washout period. Clinical data were collected at baseline and at 5 and 30 min post-treatment. RESULTS: Fourteen subjects (5 males, 9 females; mean age of 57.5 y) were included in this study. In the group receiving initial ELB, peak airway pressure decreased significantly ($P < 0.02$), and a significant decrease in airway resistance mean scores was seen from baseline to 30 min post-treatment ($P < .001$) and from 5 to 30 min post-treatment ($P = .003$), with no significant effects seen with follow-up MDI. In the initial MDI treatment group, no significant effect on peak airway pressure or airway resistance was noted. $S_{pO_2}$ increased at 5 min post-treatment with ELB. In contrast, $S_{pO_2}$ decreased 30 min post-treatment with MDI. Mean arterial pressure decreased post-treatment with ELB. The pattern in heart rate change post-treatment with ELB was similar to that post-treatment with MDI, with a significant increase at the 5-min interval from baseline ($P < .01$), followed by a significant decrease at the 30-min interval ($P < .001$). There were no differences in dynamic compliance at each time interval following administration of both the MDI ($P = .92$) and ELB conditions ($P = .18$). CONCLUSIONS: ELB albuterol lavage may be a viable option to reverse bronchoconstriction in intubated patients with limited response to traditional aerosolized albuterol via MDI. Key words: albuterol liquid bolus; albuterol lavage; novel use albuterol. [Respir Care 0:0(0):1–. © 0 Daedalus Enterprises]

Introduction

In the United States, according to the latest National Health Interview Survey (2006–2008), over 8% of the United States population has asthma.\textsuperscript{1,2} Of the almost 19 million adults with asthma,\textsuperscript{2} a large portion will experience an exacerbation and require some form of emergent care.
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care. In 2001, The Epidemiology and Natural History of Asthma: Outcomes and Treatment Regimens (TENOR) study documented a high prevalence of asthma-related hospitalizations and emergency department visits in a multi-center prospective cohort of 4,756 subjects ranging from 6 y of age to adult. All TENOR study subjects were considered difficult to treat, and approximately one in 10 reported a history of intubation for asthma. It has been well-established that, despite multiple advances in asthma management and care, exacerbations continue as a cause of morbidity, imposing significant burden upon the health-care system. In 2005, a large multi-center study by Griswold et al evaluated adults with acute asthma in 83 different United States emergency departments and identified older age, non-white race, and lower socioeconomic status as being associated with a higher number of emergency department visits, and those subjects were more likely to be intubated as a result of an asthma exacerbation. Recently, Strid et al published 16 y worth of nationwide, population-based, cohort study data that evaluated first-time status asthmaticus hospitalizations in Denmark for subjects of all ages. The group evaluated the clinical course of over 5,000 subjects and documented that 10.1% of first-time status asthmaticus subjects were admitted to the ICU. Moreover, 3.2% of these subjects died within 30 d of admission for status asthmaticus. This mortality rate may not be representative of status asthmaticus mortality rates in the United States. However, Peters et al performed a retrospective observational study over a 30-y period to evaluate status asthmaticus subjects admitted to their medical ICU, and 61% of 227 subjects required intubation due to asthma exacerbation, although mortality was <1%.

Although the status asthmaticus mortality rate is relatively low overall, a significant number of patients with severe asthmatic disease respond poorly to conventional treatments. In 2011, Rodrigo evaluated 100 studies, including systematic reviews, randomized trials, and observational studies, to determine the effectiveness and safety of common interventions for asthma exacerbations. In short, of the identified standard therapies, inhaled short-acting β agonists are still considered the mainstay of treatment for acute asthma. However, more nontraditional therapies, such as inhaled or intravenous magnesium sulfate, inhaled helium-oxygen gas, and anesthetic gases, have gained credibility as viable options for those patients refractory to typical intervention. Endotracheal liquid bolus (ELB) administration of bronchodilator medication has not been empirically studied. We hypothesized that liquid bolus administration of a bronchodilator directly into an endotracheal tube (ETT) would be more effective in the treatment of acute bronchoconstriction than administration via metered-dose inhaler (MDI), as determined by peak airway pressure, plateau pressure, airway resistance (Raw), SpO₂, dynamic compliance, and mean arterial pressure.

Our hypothesis is based on the biophysics of fluid flow in constricted airways, as well as the existing body of knowledge on the deposition of liquid bolus surfactant. The purpose of this study was to compare the effectiveness of liquid bolus bronchodilators versus traditional methods, namely MDI, in the treatment of acute bronchoconstriction in mechanically ventilated subjects. Gas-powered small-volume nebulizers were not used in this study because MDI delivery is the most widely used technique for bronchodilator delivery in intubated patients at our institution. With MDI administration, 3 basic styles of spacing adapter are available: (1) elbow, (2) in-line, and (3) chamber devices. The chamber-style device or the bidirectional minispacer was used in this study, as it was shown to deliver the most medication to an intubated, mechanically ventilated patient. 

Methods

Design

This study was a randomized trial using a 2-group pretest-posttest-posttest sequence. The study was approved by the institutional review board. Informed consent was obtained from each subject or an immediate family member before inclusion in the study. Each subject was randomized to receive one of 2 modalities of treatment, followed by the alternative treatment (standard care) after a 4-h washout period to reduce carryover effect. Each subject served as their own control. Dependent variables were peak airway pressure, Raw, SpO₂, heart rate, and dynamic compliance.
Patients with asthma and COPD who are on long-term β₂-agonist therapy, such as albuterol, may develop a tolerance to sympathomimetics, resulting in less of a β₂-agonist response. Although this was a consideration, it was accounted for through randomization of subjects. Preservative-free albuterol was used in an attempt to prevent potential paradoxical bronchoconstriction caused by preservatives.

Inclusion Criteria

Only adults (> 18 y of age) were considered eligible as subjects. Mechanically ventilated subjects with assumed bronchoconstriction were included if their clinical features included any of the following: high peak airway pressures (> 30 cm H₂O), auto-PEEP (PEEP in lungs above set PEEP), and/or hypercapnia (P_{acO₂} > 45 mm Hg). Subjects were excluded if any of the following clinical features were present: < 18 or > 75 y of age, inability to obtain informed consent, active myocardial ischemia, uncontrolled hypotension or hypertension, acute or uncompensated heart failure, increased intracranial pressure, spinal cord injury above T4, seizures refractory to anticonvulsant therapy, positive serum human chorionic gonadotropin indicating pregnancy, or treatment with any other experimental therapy within 30 d before screening.

Instrumentation

At the time of recruitment, all subjects were ventilated on a Servo 300 (Siemens-Elema, Solna, Sweden) with continuous positive-pressure ventilation in pressure-regulated volume control, volume support, and synchronized intermittent mandatory ventilation. All subjects were intubated with a SIMS Portex Blue Line cuffed ETT (Keene, New Hampshire). During the instillation of medication via ELB, the subject was ventilated via a self-inflating bag-valve device at an F_{I_O₂} of 1.0. In the MDI group, a cylindrical collapsible spacer chamber (AeroVent, Monaghan Medical, Plattsburgh, New York) or a bidirectional minispacer (Airlife dual spray minispacer, Allegiance Healthcare, McGaw Park, Illinois) was placed in line on the inspiratory limb of the ventilator circuit 15 cm from the Y-piece to deliver the medication from the MDI to the subject. Aerosol drug delivery with an MDI chamber device was reported to be equivalent to the bidirectional in-line spacer device. The following parameters were calculated: R_{aw} = (peak airway pressure – plateau pressure)/inspiratory flow and dynamic compliance = V_{T}/(peak airway pressure – total PEEP). The analysis of breaths obtained with end-inspiratory and end-expiratory occlusions was described in detail by Dhand et al. Correction for gas compression in the tubing was included in the calculation of dynamic compliance. The resistance of the ETT was not subtracted in determining the R_{aw} because the resistance of the ETT is
consistent and not likely to be an important factor in influencing the change in $R_{aw}$ after treatment with albuterol.

An a priori power analysis for a 2 × 3 repeated-measures analysis of variance with an α error probability of .05, power of 0.8, expected correlation among repeated measures of 0.75, and non-sphericity correction of $\epsilon = 0.66$ required a sample of 14 subjects. Following Senn’s recommendations\(^24\) for evaluation of crossover designs, difference scores were calculated across each treatment condition at each time interval (5-min and 30-min after drug administration). Data were then assessed to determine their suitability for parametric statistical analysis. The peak airway pressure data were not normally distributed, and dynamic compliance and $R_{aw}$ variables violated the homogeneity of variance assumption. A reversed-scored reciprocal transformation ($1/([X_{highest} - X_i]$) was then applied. Following the transformation, the distribution and homogeneity of variance violations were corrected, allowing for parametric statistical testing.

### Results

#### Subjects

Fourteen subjects (5 males, 9 females; 42–74 y old) receiving mechanical ventilation for acute respiratory failure due to asthma or COPD exacerbation were enrolled in the study as shown in Table 1.

#### Characteristics at Baseline

A comparison of mean baselines by paired $t$ tests showed a statistically significant difference in peak airway pressure, $R_{aw}$ and dynamic compliance between the 2 groups, which is accounted for by the randomized crossover of subjects. Specifically, those subjects who received the ELB treatment before MDI (liquid/MDI group) showed significant changes from baseline in $R_{aw}$ and dynamic compliance compared with the second baseline values recorded before MDI administration. This indicates that the residual effects of ELB treatment persisted beyond the 4-h washout period. Otherwise, subjects did not differ significantly at baseline in the dependent variables. Accordingly, baseline scores were used as a covariate in the analysis of peak airway pressure, $R_{aw}$ and dynamic compliance to account for mean group differences in these variables.

### Treatment Effects

The effects of albuterol administered via MDI and ELB on cardiopulmonary mechanics are shown in Table 2.

#### Peak Airway Pressure

No changes were observed in mean peak airway pressure difference scores following MDI administration ($P = .36$). For the ELB condition, the Mauchly test indicated that the assumption of sphericity had been violated (chi-square = 13.42 [2], $P < .01$). Accordingly, multivariate tests are reported ($\epsilon = .59$). Following ELB treatment, peak airway pressure decreased significantly compared with baseline ($P = .02$). Post hoc tests using the Bonferroni correction revealed no significant difference from baseline to 5 min post-treatment ($P = .76$) and from 5 min post-treatment to 30 min post-treatment ($P = .10$), but showed significant decreases at 30 min post-treatment ($P = .004$).

#### $R_{aw}$

No changes were seen in mean $R_{aw}$ scores following MDI treatment. For the ELB condition, the Mauchly test indicated that the assumption of sphericity had been violated (chi-square = 12.91 [2], $P < .01$), meriting reporting of multivariate tests ($\epsilon = .63$). Following ELB treatment, $R_{aw}$ scores were significantly different ($P < .001$). Pairwise comparisons revealed no significant differences from baseline to 5 min post-treatment ($P = .63$). A significant decrease in mean $R_{aw}$ scores was seen from baseline to 30 min post-treatment ($P < .001$) and from 5 min post-treatment to 30 min post-treatment ($P = .003$).

#### Heart Rate

For the MDI condition, the Mauchly test indicated that the assumption of sphericity had been violated for heart rate (chi-square = 9.18 [2], $P < .05$), resulting in multivariate test reporting ($\epsilon = .69$). For the MDI condition, heart rate was significantly affected following drug administration ($P = .004$). Heart rate was significantly higher at 5 min post-treatment compared with both baseline ($P = .009$) and 30 min post-treatment ($P = .001$). No differences were seen in heart rate from baseline to the 30-min interval ($P = .23$), demonstrating a rapid increase following drug administration with a return to normal levels at the 30-min interval. Heart rate was also significantly different at the 2 time intervals following ELB treatment ($P < .001$). The pattern in heart rate change in the ELB...
condition was similar to that in the MDI condition with a significant increase at the 5-min interval from baseline ($P < .01$), followed by a significant decrease at the 30-min interval ($P < .001$). Baseline and 30-min heart rate scores did not differ significantly ($P = .53$).

**Dynamic Compliance**

There were no differences in dynamic compliance at each time interval following administration for both the MDI ($P = .92$) and ELB ($P = .18$) conditions.

**Discussion**

**Current Evidence-Based Asthma Management and Care**

In 2007, the Expert Panel Report 3 (EPR-3) Guidelines for the Diagnosis and Management of Asthma were released with updated recommendations for managing asthma long-term and exacerbations. Asthma is considered a complex inflammatory disease often difficult to treat during the exacerbation phase. As the pathophysiology of bronchoconstriction is not well understood but remains a dominant event during exacerbations, airway narrowing must be reversed as soon as possible. Of the 4 components of asthma management (assessment and monitoring, education, environmental control, and pharmacologic therapy), timely medication administration is most vital to the success of patient management during exacerbations. By reversing bronchospasms, administration of pharmacologic therapy may result in reduction of exacerbation severity. It is essential, however, during exacerbations that quick-relief medications are administered rapidly and effectively. According to EPR-3, short-acting β agonists are the mainstay treatment for acute symptoms and exacerbations, as they are considered the most effective medication in relieving acute bronchospasms with few negative cardiovascular side effects.

Refractory asthma, also known as fatal asthma, near fatal asthma, severe asthma, steroid-dependent and/or steroid-resistant asthma, brittle asthma, or irreversible asthma as defined by the American Thoracic Society, encompasses a variety of criteria for which there is no consensus among other groups. It is agreed, however, that refractory asthma describes an asthmatic condition that does not respond to traditional intervention and therapies and that this presents a challenge during an exacerbation. Current evidence-based practice guidelines are explicit for standard asthma management in both out-patient and in-patient settings, but there remain an evidence deficit and overall lack of agreement as to the best means of optimal pharmacotherapy in the refractory asthma patient population. Both inhaled and systemic corticosteroids have long been the mainstay of treatment for patients with severe asthma; nevertheless, a large number of patients continue refractory to standard care. Evidence is lacking for the use of so-called steroid-sparing agents, such as azathioprine, chloroquine, cyclosporine, gold, and methotrexate. However, add-on therapies, such as macrolides, anti-immunoglobulin E, tumor necrosis factor alpha inhibitors, cytokine receptor antagonists, and bronchial thermoplasty, are developing as alternative options in refractory asthma care.

**Inhaled Versus Systemic Route of Short-Acting β-Agonist Administration**

According to the latest global strategy for asthma management and prevention report of the Global Initiative for Asthma, asthma treatment for adults is divided into controller and reliever categories, each administered via inhalation, orally, or parenterally (subcutaneous, intramuscular, or intravenous injection). Because inhaled medication is delivered directly to the site of the desired effect, and systemic side effect risk is relatively low, this route is preferred. Unfortunately, although many choices are available for inhalation delivery, not all devices are equally as effective.
Albuterol is FDA-cleared for administration via the inhalation, oral, or parenteral route. A recent systematic review evaluated the additional use of intravenous albuterol as an adjunct to traditional inhaled therapy. Of the 109 studies appraised by Travers et al., only 3 met inclusion criteria, 2 of which were pediatric studies. Only limited evidence supports the use of intravenous β agonists in children, with no currently documented significant benefit in adults.

Endotracheal Bolus

Few studies have been published evaluating the endotracheal administration of a short-acting β agonist to an asthma patient refractory to inhaled or intravenous short-acting β agonists. In 2004, Carroll and Goodman reported 2 cases of direct albuterol instillation via an ETT in infants. Patient 1 was a 7-week-old infant presenting to the emergency department with respiratory distress refractory to consecutive and alternating treatments of albuterol and racemic epinephrine. The patient continued with severe hypercarbia (P<sub>CO2</sub> of 130 mm Hg) after intubation and an unsuccessful attempt to mechanically ventilate. The patient was given two 5-mg doses of undiluted albuterol via ETT lavage. Patient 2 was a 4-month-old infant presenting to the emergency department with a history of reactive airway disease and bronchopulmonary dysplasia refractory to continuous inhaled albuterol with intermittent intravenous propofol, subcutaneous epinephrine, sedation, and muscle relaxation. The patient continued with refractory hypoxemia (S<sub>PO2</sub> of 40–60% at F<sub>IO2</sub> of 1.0) after intubation and an unsuccessful attempt to mechanically ventilate. The patient was given two 5-mg doses of undiluted albuterol via ETT lavage. Both subjects had an almost immediate positive response, with increased aeration and arterial blood gas improvement.

Methods of Bronchodilator Administration During Mechanical Ventilation

Bronchodilators are administered to patients with bronchoconstriction during mechanical ventilation most commonly via MDI or small-volume nebulizer. In MDI administration, a bronchodilating medication is delivered to the patient via a pressurized canister and spacer device. The canister contains medication in the form of a micronized powder, suspended with a mixture of hydrofluorokanes and a dispersal agent. Small-volume nebulizers are used to deliver medication to the airway by changing the liquid medication into a fine mist or aerosol using a jet of air or oxygen that forces the liquid into a baffle, creating aerosol particles. In consideration of both methods, however, the delivery of medicated aerosol to the lower airway is affected by a number of variables, including location of the MDI or small-volume nebulizer with regard to the patient, mass median aerodynamic diameter, gas flow source, inspiratory flow pattern, inspiratory flow time, specific appliance type, physical and chemical properties of medication, airway anatomy, presence of airway secretions, and humidity of the inner circuit environment.

History of ELB

Aside from the traditional approach to delivering aerosol therapy, there is an option to administer liquid medications via direct instillation into the ETT. The ETT route of administration is commonly used to deliver cardiac drugs during implementation of advanced cardiac life support protocols and is the preferred route of surfactant administration in premature neonates. In ELB instillation, medication is injected directly into the ETT of a mechanically ventilated patient and bagged using a self-inflating bag-valve device.

ELB treatment has long been an alternative method of administration of cardiac drugs, such as epinephrine, atropine, lidocaine, and naloxone, in emergencies when vascular access is unobtainable. The technique is also commonly used for surfactant administration in the management of respiratory distress syndrome in newborn infants. Animal studies showed ELB administration of surfactant to be significantly more effective in comparison with other forms of surfactant administration. In particular, this method was shown to deposit the administered medication evenly to all available pulmonary lobes when a patient is properly positioned and rotated accordingly.

Physics of ELB

The principle behind the technique of ELB, as it is used in surfactant therapy, is the use of gravity to distribute the medication to all areas of the lung. In theory, the improved distribution of medications administered via ELB installation makes it an ideal method of administering bronchodilating medications versus traditional methods in which gas flow (ventilation) is the primary determinant of which areas receive medication. During aerosolized administration of bronchodilators, gases naturally follow the path of least resistance, and certain areas of the bronchial tree may receive up to 25 times more medication than other areas. With the complex airway variations found in lung disease, model simulations of airways, as reported by Byron et al., confirm that aerosol particle deposition is nonuniform and dependent on age, airway geometry, breathing patterns, postural position, particle characteristics, and device interaction.

β<sub>2</sub> agonists have long been recognized for their effectiveness in reducing and reversing bronchoconstriction. However, the challenge in the effective use of these drugs...
has been finding a means to deliver them to the areas in need of dilation. Several mechanical devices have been introduced for this purpose, such as the MDI with various spacers and adapters, small-volume and large-volume nebulizers, ultrasonic nebulizers, powder inhalers, and endotracheal catheters. Additionally, numerous techniques have evolved in an attempt to increase the efficacy of these devices, including humidity manipulation, high/low-flow ventilatory modes, heliox (helium-oxygen mixture) administration, and intravenous β₂ agonist delivery. None of these devices or techniques has proven consistently effective in reversing bronchoconstriction, and consequently, there is no one universally accepted method of treatment for acute refractory bronchoconstriction. Meanwhile, ELB has become a widely accepted method for the delivery of drugs, such as surfactant, epinephrine, atropine, lidocaine, and naloxone. Because ELB uses gravity rather than ventilation to deliver medication, it is able to reach most areas of the lungs, including those areas difficult to ventilate as a result of bronchoconstriction.

The data given above suggest that administration of albuterol via ELB, with side-to-side positioning, is more effective compared with MDI in rapidly reducing bronchoconstriction. Four key variables indicative of bronchoconstriction were evaluated: peak airway pressure, $R_{aw}$, heart rate, and dynamic compliance. Peak airway pressure and $R_{aw}$ were found to be significantly improved in the ELB phase of the study, with no significant improvement in the MDI phase.

We hypothesized that subjects who were randomized to receive ELB before MDI (liquid/MDI group) would have a greater response with the MDI treatment due to the bronchodilation achieved with the ELB technique. However, this effect was not appreciated. The order of treatment did not influence the effectiveness of either treatment in consideration of the variables measured. This indicates that subjects received no greater benefits from MDI when it followed ELB treatment.

Those subjects who received the ELB treatment before MDI showed lasting effects in $R_{aw}$ and dynamic compliance at the baseline MDI reading (4 h after ELB), indicating residual effects beyond the washout period. This demonstrates that subjects remain bronchodilated for an extended period of time following treatment via ELB, in contrast to the standard 4-h period of efficacy for both MDI and nebulized albuterol. Because a successful extubation from mechanical ventilation requires reversal of bronchoconstriction, the return to pre-treatment respiratory mechanics may indicate that treatment is ultimately ineffective. Conversely, a treatment that results in lasting effects beyond the duration of action of the medication may indicate a reversal of the condition and allow for prompt extubation. Future studies should include an additional data check at 4–6 h following treatment to determine whether and when bronchoconstriction may reoccur.

Interestingly, during the MDI phase of the study, the only significant effect was increased heart rate. Due to limited resources and non-funding of this study, only traditional vital signs were obtained throughout, including heart rate, breathing frequency, mean arterial pressure, and $S_{PO_2}$. Any technique or device that relies on ventilation for the delivery of medication is inevitably only effective within those areas that allow ventilation. Bronchoconstricted airways are intrinsically resistant to ventilation. To ventilate these areas, one must increase the driving pressure to overcome this resistance to ventilation, often resulting in trauma and increasing morbidity and mortality. ELB presents a less traumatic yet effective solution to this problem.

ELB of β₂ agonists is not entirely without complications. All subjects coughed during ELB administration. Although the $S_{PO_2}$ increased following ELB treatment, the heart rate also increased. As shown in Table 2, however, the mean change in heart rate following ELB was 12 beats/min. Although this increase is statistically significant, it is not typically seen as clinically noteworthy or troublesome in the average patient. It is also important to note that the quantity of albuterol used in the MDI treatment was 360 μg versus 2.5 mg administered via ELB, a 7-fold difference, which resulted in a relatively negligible heart rate change. Interestingly, the 12-point heart rate change seen following ELB treatment is ~4.6 times the heart rate increase seen following MDI treatment, despite the 7-fold increase in medication administered. Prior to treatment with albuterol, subjects were sedated with midazolam, lorazepam, propofol, or a combination thereof. As subjects were heavily sedated, none were observed spontaneously breathing at the time of the pulmonary mechanics acquisition; however, some spontaneous efforts were noted during ELB.

At our institution, our standard of care in the adult population dictates that, when 2.5 mg of albuterol is ordered, the respiratory therapist chooses whether an MDI or small-volume nebulizer is used. This policy is based on the premise that 4 puffs of MDI albuterol are as efficacious as 2.5 mg of nebulized albuterol. The idea for this study came to fruition over a 5-y period of receiving children in the pediatric emergency room. Paramedics or emergency medical technicians would bring a child found unable to breathe due to status asthmaticus into the pediatric emergency room handing over the Ambu bag and an empty MDI canister of albuterol. All too often, my report was generally “I gave them the whole MDI canister and I still can’t move any air.” Prior to arrival at our onsite facility, many of the children could not be oxygenated or ventilated in the field. Unfortunately, even some patients with initial reversal of their hypoxemia...
and hypercarbia suffered anoxic brain injury and remained in the pediatric ICU for many weeks. A portion of these children required a tracheostomy and were placed on home ventilation at discharge.

How can a bronchodilator be delivered via an ETT to a bronchoconstricted area without air flow? Studies using surfactant showed promise with gravity and positioning. As registered respiratory therapists, we routinely instill surfactant in neonates in the neonatal ICU. Could this same principle be used in children with asthma? This study is the first step in a process to attempt this procedure on pediatric patients.

Limitations

This study was limited in seeking to establish the overall efficacy of the proposed treatment and did not assess the duration of the bronchodilatation effect, proper dosing schedule, or compatibility with other disease processes. We were restricted in our access to adjunct diagnostic and lab values because of limited resources and non-funding of the study. In the future, it may be helpful to evaluate serum potassium levels in correlation with albuterol therapy administration. Additionally, baseline airway resistance was much lower in the MDI group. This could be a contributor to the negligible change seen in this particular group, owing to the statistically insignificant decrease in post-intervention (MDI) airway resistance. Moreover, the sample size is small, and the data are generated from a single site. These results should be replicated before widespread adoption of this technique.

This study included subjects with asthma and/or COPD. Further studies should be limited to one of these disease processes. Asthma patients may respond favorably to one 2.5-mg dose of albuterol via ELB, whereas subjects with COPD may require higher doses of medication or repeated doses due to albuterol tolerance. Albuterol toxicity was not assessed, and potassium was not monitored in this study. Baseline and post-treatment arterial blood gases were not obtained to assess ventilatory status, but should be in future studies.

Conclusions

In summary, instillation of ELB albuterol coupled with subject positioning as described in the procedures section above may be useful in the emergency treatment of intubated subjects for the sole purpose of treating bronchoconstriction that remains refractory to standard therapies. We do not advocate this method as front-line therapy; we solely wish to present this as another option after other treatment modalities have failed. However, it is unclear if this therapeutic intervention would be useful in the ongoing treatment of status asthmaticus. If the next level of intervention is in favor of extracorporeal membrane oxygenation, there may be little risk in attempting ELB albuterol. The ultimate treatment modality choice is at the discretion of the attending physician.

ELB albuterol may play a role in the prehospital treatment of acutely bronchoconstricted patients with respiratory arrest by emergency medical personnel. Currently, for these patients, the emergency medical technician/paramedic must intubate and manually bag using a bronchodilator via MDI or nebulizer. If the $R_{aw}$ or bronchoconstriction is so severe that manual bag ventilation is not successful, there may remain no other option for bronchodilator administration. The administration of ELB albuterol can be performed quickly and with relative ease in the field to improve ventilation and oxygenation.
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